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ABSTRACT: Following the Boxing Day tsunami of 2004, the Minister of Civil Defence 

for New Zealand released the report “Review of Tsunami Hazard and Risk in New 

Zealand”. The findings of this report surprised many - for a 500-year return period event, 

forecasts of property damage ranged from $12 to 21 billion. These values were multiples 

of most estimates of earthquake shaking damage. Recognising the importance of the 

findings, Benfield commissioned GNS to advance the research using state-of-the-art 

modelling techniques. The specific aim was to model the combined shaking and tsunami 

losses from large earthquakes near Wellington. 

The work required significant original research on potential tsunami sources, newly 

compiled elevation and bathymetry data, experience with the recently developed 

Australian ANUGA tsunami wave propagation model, a detailed building assets model, 

and a new assessment of tsunami damage to buildings.  

We modelled tsunamigenic earthquakes on the Wellington Fault (the source of the 

present earthquake PML), the Wairarapa Fault (a historic tsunami source, second largest 

earthquake shaking loss), the BooBoo Fault (a large fault in Cook Strait) and the 

Subduction Zone (a major tsunami source). The results showed that the Wellington Fault 

earthquake still represents a reasonable benchmark for risk assessment purposes, with the 

combined earthquake and tsunami losses generated for four key earthquake scenarios 

either adding little to the Wellington event itself, or accumulating to significantly less 

than that earthquake on a stand alone basis. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In 2005, a probabilistic study of potential tsunami losses in New Zealand suggested that tsunami losses 

could greatly exceed earthquake losses, by a factor of about 2.5, at all levels of probability (Berryman 

(compiler), 2005). This raised the possibility that an earthquake in central New Zealand, with 

associated tsunami, could give much higher losses than the accepted earthquake PML (probable 

maximum loss) for New Zealand, which was shaking damage from a magnitude 7.5 earthquake on the 

Wellington Fault. The purpose of our work was to use state-of-art tsunami modelling to determine 

whether or not damage due to accompanying tsunami would significantly add to the losses arising 

from shaking, for major earthquakes located in central New Zealand. 

The essential input features were major local earthquakes, assessment of their tsunamigenic potentials 

and modelling of the resulting inundation patterns. Damage to buildings resulting from the earthquake 

shaking was estimated using earthquake shaking fragility functions, and the subsequent tsunami 

inundation damage using tsunami inundation fragility functions that made allowance for each building 

class at its particular earthquake damage state. The project specifically focused on the losses that 

resulted from earthquake induced shaking and subsequent tsunami inundation on buildings in the 

Wellington Region, New Zealand. 
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2 TSUNAMIGENIC EARTHQUAKES 

To minimise the time required for modelling we concentrated on scenario earthquakes with the 

greatest potential to generate tsunami in the Wellington area (Figure 1) as follows: 

 Wellington Fault, magnitude Mw 7.5. This scenario gives the highest predicted earthquake loss 

and is commonly employed in the insurance industry to benchmark reinsurance needs. The 

return period of the event is approximately 700 years.  Vertical movements generating tsunami 

are expected both inside Wellington Harbour and in Cook Strait. Co-seismic subsidence of 

some parts of Lower Hutt may increase tsunami susceptibility. 

 Wairarapa Fault, Mw 8.2, return period approximately 1000 years. This scenario represents 

one of the highest predicted earthquake losses after the Wellington Fault. The 1855 rupture on 

the fault caused a tsunami for which several observations of wave heights are documented, 

and for which uplift estimates have been made at many coastal locations (Grapes and Downes 

1997). We modelled both the 1855 tsunami (for calibration purposes) and a predicted future 

tsunami from this source, with the two events differing by the initial land elevations – the 

1855 earthquake left the Wellington landscape in approximately its present form. 

 BooBoo Fault, approximate magnitude Mw 7.4. This is a recently discovered offshore fault in 

Cook Strait. It has a return period of approximately 500 years, is the largest of several similar 

faults in the Cook Strait area, and has an orientation that is conducive to directing tsunami 

waves towards Wellington. Although it is primarily a strike-slip fault, probably with little 

tsunamigenic potential, we considered the potential impact of an exaggerated vertical 

displacement to generate a conservative estimate of damage.  

Figure 1: Structure map of the southern Cook Strait region showing major active faults (after Barnes 2005). 
From northwest to southeast the highlighted faults are (i) the Wellington Fault, (ii) the Wairarapa Fault, (iii) the 
BooBoo Fault, and (iv) the Subduction Zone (approximate eastern extent). Original image provided by NIWA. 
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 Subduction Zone, this is the likely source of the largest magnitude earthquakes in the study 

area, and a likely source of major tsunami. However, the fault orientation is not strongly 

conducive to directing tsunami towards Wellington. Large uncertainties exist regarding its 

recurrence interval and near-surface rupture behaviour. It is also segmented, with the segments 

possibly rupturing independently. Five scenarios were modelled, ranging in severity from 

“basic” (rupture only along the Wairarapa coast, magnitude about 8, return period about 400 

years), to “upper limit” (rupture extending into Cook Strait, magnitude close to 9, return 

period more than 1200 years). Only the upper limit case is described here, as tsunami damage 

from the other scenarios was found to be insignificant in the Wellington Region. 

3 TSUNAMI MODELLING 

The approach used to estimate tsunami losses firstly required a source model of co-seismic seabed 

deformation for each earthquake scenario. This source model defined the physical characteristics of 

the tsunami that served as input to a tsunami propagation and inundation model (ANUGA), which was 

then run for sufficient simulated time to allow the largest waves to reach the major urban locations. 

From the output of the model, the maximum water depths were extracted and used to estimate the 

tsunami losses using fragility functions. 

ANUGA was developed by Australian National University (ANU) and Geoscience Australia (GA) 

(Nielsen and Gray, 2005). It is a finite element hydrodynamic model that models tsunami propagation 

and inundation by assessing hydrodynamic flow across a 3-dimensional grid. The modelling technique 

allows a very detailed appraisal of water movement.  

A key requirement of the inundation modelling was a seamless elevation model extending from the 

undersea tsunami sources to the on-land assets at risk. Creation of such a model for the Wellington 

region and northern parts of the South Island required combining bathymetry and topography data 

from a variety of sources.  As no suitable digital bathymetric data were available, it was necessary to 

digitize several NZ Bathymetry Charts and determine Mean Sea Level (MSL) from tidal ranges. 

Datasets had to be revisited several times as bathymetric errors were detected and corrected.  Five 

nested areas, with varying grid cell size were developed to run the inundation model and minimise 

computational run time.  The areas were more detailed near the shoreline and highly populated areas 

but became relatively coarse in less crucial areas to allow for efficient modelling. 

Topographic data were held in-house or sourced from local councils as 1 m contour lines or Lidar spot 

data for most inhabited areas. All topography data were checked and referenced to MSL. The 

topography contour data were checked for geometry errors and, where necessary, simplified.  

Surface roughness values, which affect the tsunami velocity across land, were adopted from the UK 

Tsunami Risks Project (2005). The surface-roughness model was interpolated onto the modelling 

mesh within ANUGA.  

Tsunami source modelling from the faults shown in Figure 1 used the co-seismic surface vertical 

movement to initiate tsunami. It is standard practice to omit the strike-slip motion as a factor in the 

tsunami source. However, in the case of the Wairarapa Fault source it was noted that the horizontal 

movement of the steep-sided Cook Strait canyons by several metres might act as a secondary tsunami 

source, and this was incorporated into the source model for that fault. It was found that this 

contribution was small compared to the vertical effect – justifying the omission for the other sources 

where this effect is likely to be even smaller. 

4 ASSETS 

There are approximately 160,000 residential and 20,000 non-residential buildings in the Wellington 

Region. Ideally, we would know the location, value and fragility of each one of them, but such a 

database was not available. Instead, we developed an asset database in which the resolution varied in 

accordance with the proximity of the location to the coast and the type of data available. The level of 

resolution varied from building, to property, to meshblock and area unit. 
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Assets data were sourced from local councils, QuotableValue NZ, GNS databases, and personal 

knowledge. Floor areas were multiplied by estimated construction cost rates (Rawlinsons 2007) to 

give replacement values. Average building heights were estimated from (floor area)/(site cover). The 

assets were subdivided into five use categories – commercial, industrial, other (e.g. schools, hospitals), 

agricultural and residential. 

5 EARTHQUAKE FRAGILITY AND LOSS 

Buildings of the Wellington Region were distributed amongst 34 fragility classes. The major 

determinants of fragility were the construction type of a building, its age, its height, and the quality of 

the design (classified as “sound” or “deficient”).  

By far the dominant type of residential construction in New Zealand is the light timber-frame, though 

a wide range of cladding materials is used. Houses were placed in the “deficient” category if they were 

of pre-1960 age (when un-braced piles and heavy chimneys were common) or post-1980 age (when 

the use of fragile cladding materials became widespread). Houses of unreinforced masonry 

construction (URM) were treated separately. A small proportion of houses (about 1% in the 

Wellington Region), are constructed from reinforced concrete masonry.  

Workplace construction is far more varied than residential construction in both type of construction 

and height. Medium-rise (4 to 7 storey) and high-rise (8 or more storey) buildings are nearly all of 

reinforced concrete, but a few are steel-framed. Low-rise workplace buildings may be of reinforced 

concrete, timber, steel-framed, or URM.  

The earthquake loss modelling took into account factors such as the attenuation of ground shaking 

with increasing distance from the earthquake origin (Dowrick & Rhoades 2005), the amplification of 

ground shaking on soft soils, the liquefaction potential of some soils, and the possibility of landsliding 

on steeper slopes. 

The earthquake loss was obtained from  

Loss = Dr x Replacement Value, 

where Dr is the fragility function, or “Mean Damage Ratio” (Figure 2). Dr is defined as: 

 Dr = Cost to Repair/Cost to Replace 
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Figure 2: Typical fragility functions for earthquake shaking. URM is the most fragile class of buildings, and 
Base-Isolated the least fragile. 
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6 TSUNAMI FRAGILITY AND LOSS 

There is very little data to support fragility functions for tsunami damage, especially for the wooden 

houses typical of New Zealand. A preliminary set of tsunami fragility functions was developed, based 

partly on code design requirements for timber houses in New Zealand and partly on observed damage 

to timber and reinforced concrete buildings in historical tsunamis, particularly the Java Tsunami of 17
th
 

July 2006 (Cousins et al, 2006, 2007; Reese et al, 2007). A considerable component of judgement had 

to be used in the derivation.  

The New Zealand code for timber houses (Standards New Zealand 2000) specifies minimum wall 

strengths for resistance to wind and earthquake loadings. After allowing for over-strength (based on 

judgement) and estimating face loadings due to drag and surge forces from tsunami waves (Camfield 

1980), the water depths expected to cause shear failure of New Zealand houses were 2 – 2.5 m (above 

ground level), for 1 storey buildings and 2.5 – 3.5 m for 2-storey houses. A foundation height of 0.5 m. 

was assumed throughout.   

A note of caution is that the assumed mode of failure was racking of walls of the house, and not 

collapse of or separation from the foundation. Some older houses do have weak foundations and so it 

could be possible for them to literally float-away, floor and all, in depths as low as 0.5-1.5 m.   

Examples of the resulting tsunami fragility functions are plotted in Figure 3. They are consistent with 

data and models described above, and given the variability and sparseness of data there seems little 

justification for using other than straight line models. Guided by the earthquake code design 

requirements, fragility functions for two-storey timber buildings were estimated to be approximately 

30% lower than those of 1-storey buildings.  

Fragility functions for concrete buildings taller than 1 storey were derived by assuming (a) that taller 

buildings would not collapse under tsunami loading, (b) that floors above those inundated by water 

would suffer no damage, and (c) that any floors filled to the ceiling with water would be a complete 

monetary loss.  

As a point of reference for use in discussion of sensitivity studies below, note that 1.5 m above floor 

level is the depth of water that results in complete loss of a small 1-storey timber building. 
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Figure 3: Tsunami fragility functions for single-storey timber and concrete buildings, where a small building is 
10 m x 10 m and a large one is 20 m x 20 m. 

 

We could find no data to underpin models of increase in tsunami fragility due to prior earthquake 

shaking damage, and so we used two arbitrary cases, in both of which the tsunami damage ratio was 

multiplied by a factor “F”, that in turn was dependent on the shaking damage ratio as follows 
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F = 1 + Dr  moderate increase factor 

F = 1 + 2Dr  high increase factor 

To give perspective to these functions, when Dr = 0.5 (moderate structural damage) the high increase 

factor results in a doubling of the tsunami fragility function. 

7 RESULTS 

Four dislocation models were investigated. General conditions imposed for the loss estimates were: 

 earthquake microzonation effects present, 

 no double counting of earthquake and tsunami losses, 

 high increase factor applied to tsunami fragility for prior earthquake damage, and 

 floor height = 0.5 m above ground for all buildings. 

The resulting shaking and tsunami losses, Table 1, indicate clearly that the tsunami losses are 

negligible for all cases except the Subduction to Cook model. 

Table 1: Overview of losses from earthquake shaking and subsequent tsunami inundation. The losses are 
expressed as both $millions and percentages of the total asset value of $77 billion. 

Earthquake Source 
Shaking  

($m) 

Shaking  

(%) 

Tsunami  

($m) 

Tsunami  

(%) 

Wellington Fault, magnitude 7.5 13,700 18 40 0.05 

Wairarapa Fault, magnitude 8.2 9,200 12 14 0.02 

BooBoo Fault, magnitude 7.4 800 1 1 <0.01 

Subduction to Cook, magnitude 8.9 6,100 8 2,300 3 

 

Essentially all of the tsunami losses occurred in the Wellington and Hutt areas, with the only exception 

being a minor loss in Porirua for the Subduction to Cook scenario. 

Average loss ratios were estimated for various broad classifications of the buildings exposed to 

tsunami damage, i.e. those for which the water depth above the floor was greater than zero, in a 

Subduction to Cook event. The total “wetted” exposure and estimated loss were $6,000 million and 

$2,300 million respectively, giving an overall loss ratio of about 0.4. The trends in loss ratio, Table 2, 

look reasonable. Buildings that were low-rise, residential, or small, had average loss ratios of about 

0.6. High-rise buildings had the lowest loss ratio. A significant result was that low-rise buildings (h <= 

2 storeys) accounted for 95% of the total loss, which was probably just a reflection of the fact that 

most of the near-coast buildings were houses. 

Given the heavy reliance on judgement in the derivation of some critical parameters, we decided to 

conduct some sensitivity studies, using the “Subduction to Cook” earthquake model because it was the 

only one giving significant tsunami losses. Parameters that were varied were (a) the tsunami damage 

ratio function, (b) the factor for effect of prior shaking damage on the tsunami damage ratio, and (c) 

the average above-ground floor height. The ranges of variation, from best to worst case, were: 

 depth of water required to cause total loss of a small, 1-storey, timber building: 2.5 to 1.0 m 

(with the tsunami damage ratios for all other classes of building being varied in proportion), 

 factor F for effect of prior shaking damage: 1 to 1 + 2Dr, and 

 average above-ground floor height: 1 to 0 m. 

The resulting “best-case” and “worst-case” tsunami losses, for the Subduction to Cook event, were 

$1,200 and $3,500 million respectively. In neither case did the combined shaking and tsunami loss for 

this event exceed the shaking loss from the Wellington Fault event. 
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Table 2 Loss ratios for various subdivisions of the buildings exposed to tsunami damage, where “exposed” 
means “water above floor level”. 

 Category Condition  
Exposure 

($m) 

Loss 

($m) 

Loss 

Ratio 

 

Height 

(storeys) 

 

h <= 2 4,100 2,200 0.54 

2 < h <= 4 290 76 0.26 

4 < h <= 6 150 10 0.07 

h > 6 1,400 15 0.01 

 

 

Use 

 

 

Commercial 1,900 160 0.08 

Industrial 910 270 0.30 

Other 550 230 0.42 

Agricultural 0 0 - 

Residential 2,600 1,600 0.62 

Size (m
2
) 

<=300 2,200 1,400 0.64 

>300 3,800 860 0.23 

 

The main features of the inundation from the Subduction to Cook scenario were 

 coastline water depths reached 4 – 7 m along the southern coast of Wellington, 3 – 5 m for the 

Hutt Valley, and were amplified to 7 – 10 m in Owhiro, Island, Lyall and Breaker Bays, 

 maximum water elevations (run-ups) were 9 – 10 m above mean sea level for steep hillsides 

along much of the southern, east-harbour, and Mirimar Peninsula coastlines, 

 maximum water elevations were 5 – 8 m in Mirimar and Kilbirnie, and 8 – 10 m in Lyall Bay, 

 maximum water depths were 1 – 2 m over much of Petone and Seaview, 2 – 4 m over much of 

Kilbirnie, 3 – 5 m over much of Mirimar and Seatoun, and 5 – 7 m over much of Lyall Bay, 

 run-in distances were approximately 3 km over low-lying parts of Petone and Seaview, 4 km 

in Mirimar, and 300 m for the Wellington CBD,   

 water was trapped by an airport runway, causing ponding over much of Mirimar, and 

 waves completely crossed the Rongotai Isthmus, from Lyall Bay to Evans Bay. 

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Three important conclusions to be drawn from the results are: 

 post-earthquake tsunami does not significantly increase the PML loss from a Wellington Fault 

earthquake,  

 the second highest loss is due to shaking from the scenario Wairarapa Fault earthquake, for 

which losses from the post-earthquake tsunami are insignificant, and 

 the combined shaking and tsunami loss from the Subduction to Cook event, at $8.4 billion, is 

comfortably smaller than the Wellington Fault loss of $13.7 billion. 

Some calibration of the above techniques was possible using historical loss data from New Zealand 

earthquakes. For large earthquakes affecting many buildings, achieving scenario loss estimates within 

a factor of two of the truth seemed achievable (Cousins 2004, 2005). We had no loss data with which 
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to calibrate our tsunami loss methodology, but compared estimated wave heights from a modelled 

repeat of the 1855 Wairarapa earthquake with historical wave-runup observations. The model results 

slightly underestimated the observations in Wellington harbour but this may have been due to changes 

in low-lying topography between 1855 and the present day, or uncertainty in the observations. 

The ranges in parameter values used in the sensitivity studies were wide, so that all reasonable values 

were likely to have been covered. Nevertheless, at ±50% of best-case loss of $2,300 million, the 

variations in loss were not excessive. A probable controlling factor was that total loss of timber 

buildings, which comprised the bulk of the exposure, occurred at above-ground depths of less than 3.5 

m, with no further loss being possible at greater depths of water. 

A note of caution is that the modelling was specifically of local source tsunami affecting the major 

urban areas of Central New Zealand. Losses from distant tsunami were not evaluated, and neither were 

non-Wellington Region losses from the subduction zone earthquakes. Submarine landslides were not 

included, largely because modelling them was not within the capacity of the ANUGA software.  

Differences from the Berryman (Compiler) (2005) report have not yet been fully explained, but are 

likely to arise from changes to the fragility functions and the inundation model. Finally, numbers of 

casualties, the prime topic of the 2005 report, have not yet been re-estimated. 
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